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This paper presents the results of studying a single designer using
protocol analyses and examines the implications of the results on studies
of design thinking. It contrasts two types of protocols: concurrent
protocols and retrospective protocols. The results indicate that
concurrent and retrospective protocols both produce very similar
outcomes in terms of exploring the process-oriented aspects of
designing. As a result, it is argued there is no associated interference
with the ongoing design process when using concurrent protocols.
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There is an increasing interest in understanding how human design-
ers design. Part of this interest comes from a need to be able to
develop appropriate computational support tools for designers, and

part from a need to provide a basis for models of designing. Protocol
analysis1,2 has become the prevailing experimental technique for exploring
this understanding of designing3. Two types of protocol approaches have
been developed: concurrent and retrospective4. In obtaining concurrent pro-
tocols, the subjects are required to design and verbalize thoughts simul-
taneously, while in retrospective protocols, subjects are asked to design
first and then retrospectively report the design processes with or without
the visual aids provided by the videotapes documenting their own design
processes. Generally, concurrent protocols have been utilized when focus-
ing on the process-oriented aspect of designing, which is largely based on
the information processing view proposed by Simon5. Retrospective proto-
cols have been utilized when focusing on the cognitive content aspect,
being concerned with the notion of reflection in action proposed by Scho¨n6.
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Normally design researchers choose one or other methodology depending
on their goals.

This paper describes an experiment to examine the similarities and differ-
ences between the results produced by these two approaches in an attempt
to distinguish the advantages of each method.

1 Protocol studies of human designers
During concurrent protocols, also called the ‘think aloud method’, subjects
design and simultaneously verbalize their design thoughts. Studies using
concurrent protocols reveal details of sequences of information processes
reflecting the designer’s short-term memory (STM). It is claimed designers
can be involved with concurrent protocols without altering their cognitive
processes1. However, some researchers argue that thinking aloud interferes
with the thinking processes and some aspects of the design process could
not be revealed7.

During retrospective protocols subjects retrieve the trace of the preceding
cognitive processes and reveal information preserved partially in STM and
partially stored in long-term memory (LTM). Characteristics of human
memory may seriously impair the results, so the retrieved data from LTM
may have details omitted or may be generated by reasoning rather than
recall. As a result, some researchers utilize videotapes of the design session
as cues during retrospection to assist in the recall of the design activity8.
In this study we combine both methods and utilize both protocols with a
single subject in an extended experiment. As a consequence, we are in the
position to obtain more complete protocols from design sessions than either
method alone. If there is a substantial agreement between the results from
both protocols, then we can have more confidence in the results.

Gero and McNeill9 have proposed the most complete of the coding
schemes to understand the process-oriented aspects of designing. It consists
of problem domains and design strategies highly related to design pro-
cesses. The information categories, proposed by Suwa and Tversky10 and
developed by Suwa, Purcell and Gero8, were established to understand the
content-oriented aspects of design. They used notions proposed by Larkin
and Simon11 to define three subclasses to analyze what designers see and
possibly think. In this paper we present only the results produced when
using the process-oriented coding scheme.

After the collection of data, the raw protocol is divided into small units
called ‘segments’. The purpose of segmentation is to facilitate the analysis
process because the encoding is based on a single segment that will belong
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to one or some of the subclasses of one category in the coding scheme.
In recent protocol researches8,12, the protocol has been divided along the
lines of the designer’s intentions and actions instead of verbalization events
or syntactic markers1. The designer’s intention is interpreted to produce
each segment, and each segment presents one single intention of the
designer in the design process.

Goldschmidt13 proposed a definition of segmentation where the protocol
is segmented by the designer’s intention in her protocol studies of archi-
tects. She divided the design process into ‘moves’ and ‘arguments’. Moves
divide a stream of design activities into the smallest units of design reason-
ing present, a coherent proposition pertaining to an entity that is being
designed. Arguments are the smallest sensible statements about the design
or aspects of it, being related to a particular design move. Generally, one
move consists of one or two arguments. The scale of segments proposed
by Gero and McNeill is more like the scale of arguments, whilst the scale
of segments proposed by Suwa, Purcell and Gero is more like the scale
of moves.

Although the definition of a segment is precise, it has still been vague in
its application in terms of how to divide the protocol into appropriate seg-
ments in some particular situations. The methods of segmentation in recent
papers8,12 are similar to Goldschmidt’s definition, while the relationship
between one segment and the encoding code are different. In the Gero and
McNeill paper, one encoding code corresponds to one segment, so the
length of segments is related to the subcategory. In contrast, in Suwa,
Purcell, and Gero’s paper, there may be more than one code in one seg-
ment, so the subcategory does not affect the segments while designers’
intentions do. Moreover, the bases of segmentations are different in the
two coding schemes. The coding schemes proposed by Gero and McNeill
are principally based on the transcripts, while the schemes proposed by
Suwa, Purcell and Gero are essentially based on the designer’s actions in
the video. As a result, the meanings of segmentations are different in these
two coding schemes. In this study we use the definition proposed by Gero
and McNeill, which is concordant with our examination in the process-
oriented aspects of design.

2 The experiment
We recruited third year undergraduate design students from the University
of Technology in Sydney. The experiment was set up in one of the sub-
ject’s studios. The equipment used was two Hi-8 cameras and one micro-
phone with an amplifier.

In order to have both concurrent and retrospective protocols from a single
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design session, we used four phases: warm-up exercises, think aloud while
designing, retrospection and final interview. Two warm-up exercises were
used to accustom the subject to the methodology. During the think aloud
phase the subject designed and generated a concurrent protocol at the same
time. In the retrospective phase, he generated a retrospective protocol with
the aid of the videotape of his designing. Generally these four phases took
about 4 h.

We used one subject to produce both the concurrent and retrospective pro-
tocols instead of two subjects each producing one type of protocol. We
did this because the differences between two individual designers are hard
to compensate for. Further, commencing with the concurrent protocol may
benefit the retrospective protocol to some extent because the process of
the concurrent protocol will reinforce long-term memory that will then
assist the retrospective process.

Each type of protocol has two videotapes: one providing a macroscopic
view and the other a microscopic view. The former provides the general
gestures of the subject, while the latter captures the detailed movements
of sketching. After transcribing the audio part of the videotapes, the raw
protocols were encoded by one encoder in this study. There was one 10-
day break between the first and the second encoding processes. The dis-
crepancies between them are then encoded again in an arbitrated phase.
The results presented here are based on a single subject who had the best
quality of both concurrent and retrospective protocols although a number
of subjects were involved and examined.

Table 1 shows coding consistency between phases of this subject, indicat-
ing that the result of encoding became consistent using this process.

3 Protocol analysis results

3.1 Observed differences
The results of the experiments indicate some differences between the two
types of protocols.

Table 1 The coding consistency between different coding phases

First and second coding Second and arbitrated
(%) coding (%)

Concurrent protocol 55 85
Retrospective protocol 64 85
Overall 60 85
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First, concurrent protocols appear to reveal more information in the begin-
ning of the design process, especially when the subjects were trying to
perceive the problem. In retrospective protocols subjects could not
adequately remember these early processes, even with the help of the
video.

According to previous studies, this period is an important part of problem
finding or problem formulation in which the designers internalized their
external thoughts7 and set the scene for subsequent designing behaviour14.
However, even the information revealed by the concurrent protocol may
not be sufficient to provide insight into this important period. It becomes
possible to explore this thought process when subjects externalize the
internalized external information. The example is when they wrote down
the issues they wanted to pursue in the design after reading through the
brief.

Second, during concurrent protocols sometimes subjects paused their
speech. These pauses were regarded as the transition of attention or non-
verbal thought in previous studies. Little information about the pause was
provided by the concurrent protocol. However, we can find some infor-
mation about these pauses in the retrospective protocol because subjects
sometimes can recall the thinking process in this period. The periods of
pause often happened when the designer drew or examined his sketches
intensively.

To obtain a detailed comparison, we carried out a statistical analysis of
the results of each type of encoded protocol.

3.2 Quantitative differences
In all our experiments the lengths of retrospective protocols are longer than
concurrent protocols, but this does not directly indicate that retrospective
protocols could reveal more information than concurrent protocols. The
situation may result from subjects having more time to talk in retrospective
protocols or from the effects of simultaneous sketching in concurrent proto-
cols. Consequently, we used the segments to assess the amount of infor-
mation in both types of protocols. In this study the segments were divided
by designers’ intention according to the definition given in Gero and
McNeill9.

After segmentation, the number of segments in the retrospective protocol
is higher than in the concurrent protocol, Table 2. The concurrent protocol
contains 218 segments while the retrospective protocol contains 276 seg-
ments, i.e. 26% more. Since the segments represent the intention of design-
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Table 2 Descriptive statistics for duration of segment in two types of protocol (unit: second)

Mean segment Std. deviation Std. error Maximum Segment count
time segment time

Concurrent protocol 7.6 6.4 0.44 37 218
Retrospective protocol 6.2 4.3 0.26 24 276
Both protocols 6.8 5.4 0.24 37 494

ers, according to the definition given earlier, we argue that retrospective
protocols reveal more intentional information in this data set. Moreover,
the average length of one segment of concurrent protocol is longer than
that of retrospective protocol. This is concordant with the general argument
that concurrent verbalization affects the design process and vice versa.
However, as will be discussed later, this alone does not provide evidentiary
support as to whether the concurrent verbalization interferes with the
retrieval of the content of the design process.

In order to obtain more detailed information about the duration of the
design activities, the spectrum of segment lengths is plotted to understand
how fast designers change their intentions and the abilities of both proto-
cols to reveal the change of intentions, Fig. 1. The spectra of segment
lengths from both protocols are very similar to each other, although the
segment in the retrospective protocol is generally shorter than that in the
concurrent protocol.

The four most frequent segment lengths for both of them range from 3 to 6
s and the means of the segment lengths for the concurrent and retrospective
protocols are 7.5 and 6.3 s, respectively. The maximums of both protocols
are 37 and 24 s. The results show that both the concurrent and retrospective
are very similar in measuring the frequency of designers’ change of inten-

Figure 1 Spectrum of segment lengths in the concurrent protocol (left) and the retrospective protocol (right)
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tion. In addition, the concurrent protocol has some segments that are longer
than those in retrospective protocol. To determine how similar the duration
of segments is in both protocols, a comparison of the percentile plot and
the Mann–WhitneyU-test was made, Fig. 2. The Mann–WhitneyU-test
shows they are similar to a great extent, while the comparison of the per-
centiles clearly shows that up to 85% of them are almost the same in length.
In the remaining 15%, the duration of segments of concurrent protocol is
longer than those in retrospective protocol.

This situation is different from the general expectation that retrospective
protocols may be longer than concurrent protocols because there is more
time to report. As a result, we can argue that they are similar quantitatively
in terms of segments.

3.3 Qualitative differences
To understand the qualitative differences between the two types of proto-
cols, this study compares both the encoded protocols using the process-
oriented coding scheme proposed by Gero and McNeill9. What encoded
protocols represent is the content of the target design process, i.e. how
designers navigate the problem domain and what kind of strategies they
apply when designing.

After encoding, we measured the distribution of each subcategory in Gero
and McNeill’s coding scheme and statistically examined the differences.
Both concurrent and retrospective protocols were from a single design ses-
sion, so if they showed salient differences in the distributional figures then
we could argue that these different types of protocols could reveal different
aspects of designing.

Figure 2 Comparison percentile plot for duration of two types of protocol
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Figure 3 Histograms, chi-square values, and expected values of level of abstraction in the concurrent protocol (left) and the

retrospective protocol (right)

The time spent on the four categories of Gero and McNeill’s coding
scheme are respectively summed for the whole design episode and
presented as percentages. Figs. 3–5 respectively present the analysis by
level of abstraction, prototype and macro strategy. Every category is
described using chi-square test values, expected values, and two histo-
grams, the left one for the concurrent protocol and the right one for the
retrospective protocol.

Gero and McNeill’s paper presents the designer’s navigation through the
problem domain in two orthogonal dimensions;Level of abstraction
describes the shift of the designer’s consideration from high level overall
views to low level detailed views. Here, Fig. 3, the segment encoded as 0
is the segment when the designer is considering the system as a whole,
while the segment encoded as 2 is the segment when the designer is con-
sidering parts of the system.

Another dimension to describe the navigation of the problem domain is
through function, behaviour and structure9,15. Function relates to the pur-
pose of an artifact,behaviourrelates to the actions or processes of an object
or artifact, and reasoning instructureinvolves the manipulation of objects
or their relations to bring about a physical solution. In Fig. 4B stands for
behaviour,F for function, andS for structure.
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Figure 4 Histograms, chi-square values, and expected values of prototype in the concurrent protocol (left) and the retrospective

protocol (right)

Figure 5 Histograms, chi-square values, and expected values of macro strategies in the concurrent protocol (left) and the

retrospective protocol (right)
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In addition to the dimensions of the navigation of the design problem, there
is another means of describing the design process by considering the design
process as a sequence of repeated actions. These repertories of actions can
be identified as being either short term, lasting for a few seconds to tens
of seconds, or longer term, lasting for one minute to a few minutes. The
former are called micro strategies, while the latter are called macro stra-
tegies in Gero and McNeill’s paper.

Five distinct macro strategies are identified in the encoding process, Fig.
5. In Bottom up(Bu) mode, designers examine several alternative structures
and their behaviours to modify the requirements. InTop down(Td) mode,
designers elaborate the functions and related behaviours, and generate sub-
goals that need to be addressed in structure.Decomposing the problem
(De) mode involves the decomposition of either the overall goals or the
potential system prior to Top down design.Backtracking(Bt) occurs when
the designer is not achieving what has been expected and returns to an
earlier process. As a consequence, he goes back over existing work to
solve the problem. TheOpportunistic(Op) strategy occurs when there is
an external influence that makes a change of direction advantageous.

We can see that the distributions of concurrent and retrospective protocols
are graphically very similar in all of the three categories, Fig. 5. Statisti-
cally, the low chi-square values and highp-values indicate that there is
little differences between the distributions of the two types of protocols in
level of abstraction, prototype, and macro strategy. Although we only have
two data sets from a single subject, the expected values demonstrate the
validity of the statistical tests in comparing them.

The micro strategy is another way to categorize the repertoire of the short-
term design activities. Table 3 presents the different sub-categories we
identified in the encoding process. They could be further categorized into
analysis, synthesis and evaluation.

We find some differences between the graphical distributions of these cat-
egories in the concurrent and retrospective protocols, Fig. 6. Two interest-
ing phenomena are noticeable. First, analyzing the problem, consulting
external information and evaluation of the design problem occupy a slightly
larger proportion of the activities in the concurrent protocol than in the
retrospective. Second, the retrospective protocol occupies a larger pro-
portion than concurrent in evaluating a proposed solution, retracting a pre-
vious solution, and proposing a solution.

However, due to the small size of the data set, it is not valid to utilize the
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Table 3 The definitions of categories in micro strategy (after Gero and
McNeill 9)

Analysis Ap Analyzing the design problem
Cp Classifying the design problem
Ep Evaluating the design problem

Synthesis Ps Proposing a solution
Cl Clarifying a solution
Re Retracting a previous solution
Dd Making a design decision
Co Consulting external information
Pp Postponing a design action
La Looking ahead
Lb Looking back

Evaluation An Analyzing a proposed solution
Ju Justifying a proposed solution
Ca Calculating on a proposed

solution
Pa Postponing an analysis of action
Ev Evaluating a proposed solution

Explicit strategies Ka Referring to application
knowledge

Kd Referring to domain knowledge
Ds Referring to design strategy
X Other

chi-square test to examine the degree of the differences so that we cannot
state that there is any statistically significant difference

The differences between distributions imply that this concurrent protocol
reveals more information related to the functional aspect of the design
process where the functions of the design are generated, namely the prob-
lem formulation. Comparatively, this retrospective protocol reveals more
information in producing solutions and evaluation. These are related to the
designer’s intensive sketching and revising existing depictions.

Figure 6 Histograms of micro strategies in the concurrent protocol (left) and the retrospective protocol (right)
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Moreover, we compare the distributions of three categories of micro stra-
tegies, analysis, synthesis and evaluation from a macroscopic view; this
produces a large data set, Fig. 7. Statistically, the chi-square test shows
they are less similar to each other, compared to the similarities in levels
of abstraction, prototype and macro strategy.

The statistical analyses of level of abstraction, function–behaviour–struc-
ture, and macro strategies show similarities in revealing the process-ori-
ented aspects of the design process. Although the details vary, the compari-
son of analysis–synthesis–evaluation in protocols shows the similarity
between protocols in the micro strategies level.

4 Conclusions
This study demonstrates some characteristics of concurrent and retrospec-
tive protocols by comparing them using a process-oriented coding scheme.
Both protocols in our study have the same duration, but the number of
segments in the retrospective protocol is greater than in the concurrent.
One explanation for this may be that simultaneous sketching and revising
influences the reporting during the concurrent protocol. The other expla-
nation is the retrospective protocol is influenced by a rehearsed memory
about the design process in the concurrent protocol.

Figure 7 Chi-square values, and expected values of analysis, synthesis and evaluation in the concurrent protocol (left) and the

retrospective protocol (right)
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The study by Berry and Broadbent16 supports these two explanations. They
proposed that concurrent verbalization alone has no effect on task perform-
ance and reported knowledge of the task. Further, they suggested that the
combination of the instruction and concurrent verbalization improves the
performance when giving reported knowledge of the task. The reported
study here could be regarded as a similar experiment in complex cognitive
activities. This result harmonizes with the argument of protocols proposed
by Ericsson and Simon1. They proposed that concurrent and retrospective
protocols are similar to each other, but that retrospective protocols may
have details omitted due to the decay of long-term memory. In our study,
visual information generated during the design process is available to aid
this, so the concurrent and retrospective protocols are similar to each other.

Comparatively, the contents revealed by concurrent and retrospective pro-
tocols are similar in this study. Our analyses present their similarities in
level of abstraction, function–behaviour–structure, macro strategies, and in
the analysis–synthesis–evaluation model. As a result, we can argue that
concurrent verbalization can reveal the design process to echo the question
proposed by Lloyd et al.7 They proposed that deficiencies in concurrent
protocols cause incompleteness when they are used to reveal the design
process; however, we argue that in terms of the process-oriented aspects
of designing, concurrent protocols have the same abilities as retrospective
protocols. They are still the most efficient and applicable methods in
exploring this aspect of the design process.

Further study is needed to explore the differences between concurrent and
retrospective protocols in the content-oriented aspects of the design pro-
cess. In this study, the utility of Gero and McNeill’s method restricts us
from drawing conclusions related to the content of the design process.
Sketching/sketches, revising, seeing, and the elements emphasized by
Schön6 play important roles in the design process. In order to understand
the design process, it is necessary to explore them, but before this we
should examine which types of protocols are suitable for this purpose and
their differences.
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